Campus Recreation: Sport Clubs & Rec Sports Programs

I think Campus Rec did a great job on the presentation. I believe Sports Clubs and Rec Sports Program is an integral part of the UC Davis community as it promotes health. The CPI adjustment will help them sustain the 39 clubs and accommodate additional expenses in regards to the COVID-19 protocols.

Up to this point, we have heard from the Campus Recreation: Sport Clubs and Rec Sports Program a few times. I believe that even at the most difficult time like this, it is very important for us to sustain what is left of these programs. I would hope to have more details about the protocols for Covid and how the program ensures that it is safe for staff and participants to continue their activities. With that being said, the information and presentation provided thoroughly went through what most of the finance was on and a detailed percentage of where the money went was also presented.

I support Sport Clubs and Rec Sports for the next academic year in hopes that there will be a return to some normalcy and these programs will be more utilized. I love the initiatives taken to bring forth a sense of belonging in the midst of the pandemic. However, I am concern how long this program will sustain through the future as the COVID situation will never fully fade away with the vaccination.

Campus Recreation is a fundamental department to have for an easy transition into the college life. I think it's great that they have found a way to keep students connected with each other during our virtual-learning experience.

Campus Recreation is doing a great job with maintaining student engagement in the age of COVID. Please retain the same degree of social media engagement when things come back to "normal." My "No" vote is not an expression of my disapproval for Campus Recreation. It is rather to highlight that many students do not want to keep paying for increased fees under the specter of COVID. Campus administration should, at minimum, cover for inflationary changes to CEI fees without having to increase another aspect of students' tuition for the 2021-22 year.

Student wages, regarding increasing minimum wage, should evolve with the minimum wage and the CPI adjustment would contribute to ensuring that happens. Campus recreation is utilized by many students, especially during lockdown, myself included. The CPI adjustment would prevent service levels reductions which could be detrimental to student employees.

Yes, because the campus rec is a big part of the student life in Davis

They have been responsible about how they spend their money and they have been instrumental in helping the UC Davis community continue to be engaged virtually.

Campus Rec is doing a great job with providing students opportunities to get active and stay social despite the pandemic. For the next school year, it is anticipated that not everything will go back to normal right away. I am excited to see how Campus Rec continues to evolve and offer new opportunities for students.

These are very important programs for the entire campus community.

I think these programs are super valuable to students. I really enjoyed the times I was able to participate in these programs!

I felt that the speaker effectively explained where funds would be allocated (especially when explaining COVID implications). Campus Rec: Sports Clubs/Intramural Programs contribute to a great college atmosphere.

Campus recreation is doing a good job providing services for the students. I would like to see the department be more flexible with adjustments that meet the students' needs, such as getting students involved with more types of sports and clubs. I

Overall I like where the Campus rec and sports clubs are heading. My main question was how do the clubs generate the amount they pay dues, and this was answered by the substantial work the organization does with each club to ensure they have the skills to calculate the correct amount. Additionally, I appreciated the creativity around ideas to keep everyone engaged throughout covid19 but did express some concerns as the funds given may not have been fully utilized last year.

I felt that the presentation was well-informed and I fully support raising the CPI to ensure its services are not decreased as a result of the raising of the minimum wage.